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“The days have gone down in the west. Behind the hills, into shadow. How did it come to this?”
J.R.R. Tolkien, 'The Lord of the Rings, The Two Towers', "The King of the Golden Hall"
"The best is the enemy of the good."
Voltaire
"You haven't told the truth, Mrs. Crabtree, so you must pay the consequences." And with that familiar punch
line, it was me to play the popular 1950s radio and TV show 'Truth or Consequences'. The story of the economic
decline of the West, has o en been punctuated by periods of great crisis and exigency. In each instance, we have
been presented with a choice very much like that of Mrs. Crabtree. And in almost every instance, under the tyrant's
plea of necessity, we have chosen to enter upon the wide gate and the broad road of poli cal expediency. Yet history
is a hard taskmaster, that me and again demonstrates the truth that those who refuse to learn from history, are
des ned to repeat it. For as it was for Rome under Diocle an in 301 AD, for France in 1790, and for Weimar Germany
in 1923, so it will always be for any empire or na on that refuses to speak the truth regarding the expediency of a
chosen policy of in¯a onism. In each instance the point of no return in the in¯a onary decline of the na on, the
point when it becomes self-genera ng and poli cally irreducible, occurs in the constant taking of the expedient
poli cal op on in respect of money - it comes in the failure to speak the truth. As such, the take-o point has never
been a ®nancial one, but a moral one. Wri ng in his book, 'The Fatal Conceit', Austrian economist F.A. Hayek warned;
"We cannot make moral decisions simply by considering the greatest foreseeable gra ®ca on." And we should have
no illusions, for despite what the doctors of econometrics would have you believe, [or "economic tricks" as Dr. Peter
Warburton would say] these are moral choices with moral consequences. Deferring again to the Austrians, it was
Murray Rothbard who told us; "free choice involves moral choice." Nevertheless, driven by the expedient, we focus
only on the immediate, in search of the e ec ve. "Will it work" is the only applied criteria, there is no variable for the
"ought" in the econometric model. In me, the "best", as Voltaire reminds us, becomes "the enemy of the good."
U lity trumps jus ce. By relying solely on what can be counted, we ignore what really counts. For years we have
labored to expose the nature of the injus ce in the means chosen by the stabilizers. Speci®cally their avowed
preference for the expedient op on in respect of money and the resul ng insidious and destruc ve impact on the
economy and society. Borrowing a phrase coined by the imminent French economist Jacques Rue , we have labeled
this phenomenon of decline, "the monetary sin of the west." And whether our ul mate experience will be one of a
near-term, cataclysmic collapse, or a long, slow decline into mediocrity, is surely a ma er capable of ques on.
However, as the poet Robert Louis Stevenson reminds us, one thing is certain; "Everybody, soon or late, sits down to
a banquet of consequences."
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Wri ng in the early nineteenth century, French economist Frédéric Bas at had much to say about
expediency and consequences. In a piece he penned en tled 'That Which is Seen, and That Which is Not Seen',
Bas at wrote;
"This explains the fatally grievous condi on of mankind. Ignorance surrounds its cradle: then its ac ons are
determined by their ®rst consequences, the only ones which, in its ®rst stage, it can see. It is only in the long
run that it learns to take account of the others. It has to learn this lesson from two very diVerent masters—
experience and foresight. Experience teaches eVectually, but brutally. It makes us acquainted with all the
eVects of an ac on, by causing us to feel them; and we cannot fail to ®nish by knowing that ®re burns, if we
have burned ourselves. For this rough teacher, I should like, if possible, to subs tute a more gentle one. I
mean Foresight."
Experience teaches e ectually but its' lessons are necessarily con®ned to a discrete ac on. Only foresight
can a ord the opportunity to navigate the "unseen" consequences. Upon what, then, does this "foresight" depend?
Experience? Historical observa ons? In a word, no. Bas at's foresight presupposes an a priori understanding principles, a theory, a lens through which to understand experience and observa ons. In short, foresight
presupposes a worldview. Consider brie¯y the work of the historian. All would agree that the job of the historian
should be to accurately and dispassionately report only the facts ma'am. Yet is this really possible? Wri ng on the
topic of praxeology (the science of human ac on) in his magnum opus, the book 'Human Ac on', Austrian
economist Ludwig von Mises observes: "The course of history is determined by the ac ons of individuals and by the
eVects of these ac ons. The ac ons are determined by the value judgments of the ac ng individuals...... However,
history can never be scien ®c because historical understanding depends on the historian's subjec ve value
judgments."
Perhaps a simple illustra on will help to drive home the point. In February of this year, an asset
management ®rm published a piece called 'The Play's the Thing' in their investment newsle er. The piece was
essen ally a cynical view of all public pronouncements, par cularly those of an economic nature. In a sec on
analyzing the Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1858, the author concludes;
"Lincoln was playing a game four layers deep! He didn’t care about “winning” the debate. He didn’t care
about winning the crowd. He didn’t really care about winning the Illinois Senate elec on. All of those things
would be nice, but it was the fourth level – winning the na onal Republican primary and the na onal
Presiden al elec on of 1860 – where Lincoln was focused."
No ce carefully the author's language in repor ng on this event. Three mes the author declares that
"Lincoln didn't care." That these debates took place is a historical fact beyond dispute. But how, more than 150 years
removed, can the author pretend to "know" what Lincoln's personal "value judgments" (von Mises) regarding his
purpose in par cipa ng in the debates, really were? We submit that neither the author, nor anyone else, can make
such a statement with apodic c certainty. Clearly the author is en tled to his opinion and to all the defense of that
opinion that he can muster. But we insist that the author's conclusions are not purely a product of cogni ve
deduc on of historical fact or observa ons, but are, rather, an outcome of the author's presupposi ons and
worldview.
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What, you may righ ully ask, is the point of this rumina on? Deferring again to Bas at: "Between a good
and a bad economist this cons tutes the whole diVerence—the one takes account of the visible eVect; the other
takes account both of the eVects which are seen and also of those which it is necessary to foresee." And foresight, as
it pertains to complex human ac on, depends not upon the proper assimila on of observa ons alone, but upon the
a priori understanding of the observer. Foresight ul mately depends upon the par cular worldview applied to the
data. Austrian economist Murray Rothbard put it succinctly; "Gazing at reams of sta s cs without prejudgment is
fu le."

So precisely what consequences do we pretend to "foresee"? For years, we agitated for a "small present
evil", such as the short-lived and now li le remembered US Depression of 1921, over a "great evil to come" a la
Japan's two-decades-and-coun ng Great Stagna on. Despite the apparent contradic on, we insisted that a
correc on - whether mild, modest or severe - was eminently preferable to the slow and inexorable "death of a
thousand cuts" that, in our view, awaits us as a consequence of a policy of perpetual postponement. And while we
have not been the only voice crying in the wilderness for a cessa on to the policy of in¯a onism, in one respect we
have been somewhat singular. Many have "seen" the immediate consequences of the extraordinary level of
interven on by the stabilizers since 2008 - massive asset bubbles, rampant specula on, market corrup on, and
increasing instability. And as a result, the many have regularly "foreseen" a severe correc on, a day of reckoning, a
great reset to wipe away all malivestments, a er which there will be a return to normalcy. Like the mythical Phoenix,
we will rise from the ashes, abandon the "New Normal" and return to a "New Des na on." Few, on the other hand,
have "foreseen" and associated the subtle, yet relentless trend of decline in economic growth to the 40-plus years
of monetary manipula on. Yet as Bas at reminds us, this "cons tutes the whole diVerence" between our posi on
and that of the consensus. For while we will certainly not dispute the possibility of a near-term correc on and
contrac on, we do not concur with the proposi on that upon clearing away the malinvestment, we will return to a
norma ve growth and investment environment, and simply begin again. In our opinion, there will be no "do over."
Rather it remains our conten on that there has been a permanent change in the way the world works. Li ing the
®c onal line from the movie 'Hunt for Red October'; "When he reached the New World, Cortez burned his ships."
From this New World we foresee, there will be no going back.
The reality is that the stabilizers have been manipula ng market prices and distor ng global exchange, and
so bene® ng the "vital few" over the "trivial many" through ar ®cially low interest rates and the expedient use of
the prin ng press, for far longer than just the preceding few years of quan ta ve easing as suggested by the
consensus. This evergreen expansion of credit, coupled with the unwise deregula on of the banking industry, has
manifest itself in a seemingly never-ending cycle of boom-bust-boom, replete with recurring asset bubbles,
rampant leveraged specula on, malinvestments, moral hazard, and severe disloca ons in the produc ve structure
of the economy. Each me they are faced with the prospect of a debilita ng debt de¯a on as a result of the
collapse of yet another failed credit-induced boom, the stabilizers pursue a policy of postponement in an a empt to
procure what President Harding, during the Depression of 1921, said could not be procured, an “instant step from
disorder to order.” And while to the sta st who diligently seeks to “benevolently manage” the economy so as to
bring about such a desired end, the discovery of such a “philosophers stone” would no doubt, present itself as a
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virtue. Nevertheless, as Ernest Lefever suggests in his book of the same name, “The irony of virtue is that virtue,
when untamed by facts or undisciplined by a sober understanding of man and history, can ul mately lead to
disaster.”
To what understanding or worldview do we plead? The most important "fact" in poli cal economy is this:
There is no such thing as “something for nothing.” This simple, yet profound understanding remains a cornerstone
of our worldview. While philosophically, the monetary sin of the west is the repudia on of a belief in the
immutability of the curse, i.e., the rela onship between work and income, in prac ce it is the ascendancy of the
belief in something for nothing. But how does such rank heresy become orthodoxy? Through the Keynesian
worldview that scarcity can be eliminated by the determined will of the state. As we have discussed previously,
scarcity is the “natural arbiter” in determining what sa sfac ons we may pursue, the consequence of which is that
we are forced to priori ze our wants, out of which arise subjec ve values which become the basis for all market
prices. In short, scarcity forces us to choose, and it is choice that de®nes cost. Scarcity determines prices and
market prices expressed in money terms become the single most important factor in planning and calcula on by all
economic actors. The true cost of any chosen alterna ve is that which we would have taken in its’ place. The
determina on of cost is impossible under the aegis of central planning where there is no “alterna ve”. Where no
choice is required we give up nothing in “choosing” it, and as such, there appears to be “no cost”. This however, is
merely a money illusion. For to the extent that market prices are not determined by scarcity, but are instead unduly
in¯uenced by the manipula on of money and interest rates, individual wants and societal projects are not
priori zed, capital is not ra oned, and the structure of produc on in a market economy will be distorted and
riddled with malinvestments. Where once we could only pursue guns or bu er, we are now magically free to pursue
guns and bu er. By debauching the integrity of money and credit through its’ unlimited emission, scarcity is
magically overruled and the a ainment of that which was once presumed impossible, namely something for
nothing, becomes an en tlement. Ul mately the Keynesian worldview subsists in nothing more than the chimera
that ®at money derives its value, not from the underlying scarcity of the capital that it has a righ ul claim upon, but
from the o cial stamp it bears. And that being the case, a determined government may always overrule the
niggardly constraint of scarcity with an expedient emission of credit – at least in the short-run. Parro ng Bas at,
economist Henry Hazli observed; “The art of economics consists in looking not merely at the immediate but at the
long-term eVects of an act or policy.” And when we do so, the lesson of history is clear. Voter’s who desire
something for nothing, eventually get stuck with nothing for something – they sell their labor and receive
deprecia ng money and a declining standard of living in return. This we have labeled as the "real taper problem."
In fact the consequence of a declining standard of living has been the hallmark of our on-going warnings
about that which con nues unseen by the consensus, speci®cally the long-running secular decline in economic
growth which pre-dates the Great Recession of 2007. To establish our bi-par sanship in all things economic, we
have previously discussed the work of Dr. Edward Leamer of UCLA Anderson Forecast, and Dr. Robert Gordon of
Northwestern University, on the topic of the demise of US economic growth. To this we can now add the work of
Dr. Dimitri Papadimitriou, President of the Jerome Levy Economic Ins tute of Bard College. (We say bi-par san as
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Drs. Leamer, Gordon and Papadimitriou are all ideologically of the Keynesian camp) In each instance, their
respec ve research has uncovered a long-running secular trend of declining US economic growth. And while based
on their respec ve worldviews, they arrive at di ering conclusions regarding their predicted paths of future
economic growth, all of them are in agreement that the trend is secular in nature, and is not therefore, simply a
cyclical by-product of the most recent recession.
As you may recall, Dr. Leamer's work focused speci®cally on iden fying the marked secular change which
has taken place in the recovery pa ern of the three most recent recessions - 1990, 2001 and 2007 - as compared to
the previous eight post-WWII recessions. As can be seen in Figure 1, a reproduc on of one of Dr. Leamer's charts,
with the excep on of the 1990 recession, US economic growth during the expansion phase of the most recent three
economic cycles, is no longer returning to and exceeding, its pre-recession growth level. And while the recovery
from the 1990 recession did eventually exceed its pre-recession growth level, it took 28 quarters or seven full years
for the expansion to return economic growth to its pre-recession trend and fully recover the growth lost during the
recession. This represents a me period
Figure 1
nearly three- mes the average recovery
period of all other post-WWII recessions.
Real GDP Growth From Peak to Peak
Conversely, subsequent to the 2001 recession,
(Last 3 Recessions Following WWII, Quarterly)
the economy never fully recovered the
55%
Cycle Peak = Start of Recession
growth lost during the recession. As a result,
the next cycle (2007) began from a level below
45%
1990
the previous trend represen ng a permanent
Reaching the black trendline indicates a
loss of economic growth. At down 5-percent,
recovery from the losses of the recession
35%
the severity of the 2007 recession was worse
25%
than any recession since the Great Depression
but most importantly, we can see that to date,
2001
15%
there has been no recovery whatsoever
rela ve to the long-term trend. In fact, the
5%
2007
gap between the current expansion and trend
growth is widening, sugges ng not only a
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-5%
3%
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permanent loss of economic growth but a
Data Source: FRED - "Real Gross Domestic Product, 3 Decimal
deteriora ng trend as well, lending support -15%
(http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?id=GDPC96)
to our long-running conten on of a cascading
pa ern of permanently declining growth. And while Dr. Leamer a ributes the failure of these three-most recent
cycles to return to pre-recessionary growth levels to the absence of super-normal growth driven by pent up
demand, what is cri cal to understand is that the pa ern of the last three recession cycles, and most par cularly
the recessions of 2001 and 2007, have revealed a marked departure from all other post-WWII economic cycles.
This, we contend, is due primarily to declining real incomes and increasing levels of indebtedness resul ng from the
cumula ve e ects of the monetary in¯a onism of the stabilizers. As a result, there is simply no means for sa a ng
pent-up demand. It was the Austrian economist Böhm-Bawerk who told us; "debt if future consump on denied." To
repeat our long-standing contrarian call; this me it is Austrian.
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In August of 2012, Dr. Gordon published a paper with the provoca ve tle 'Is US Economic Growth Over?',
in which he challenged the universal assump on that ever-increasing economic growth in the US is our birthright. In
his paper, Dr. Gordon makes a compelling case that not only has GDP per capita been slowing since the middle of
the twen eth century, but ci ng both serious headwinds confron ng the US economy and the poten al for
diminishing future returns from innova on, he argued that "the rapid progress made over the last 250 years [as
measured by GDP per capita] could well turn out to be a unique episode in human history." His predic on in that
paper, speci®cally that the future long-term growth rate of real per-capita disposable income of the bo om 99
percent of the US income distribu on would average only 0.2 percent per year as compared to its 100-year
historical average of 2.0 percent, caused no small amount of controversy. In response to that controversy, Dr.
Gordon published a second paper in February of 2014, en tled 'The Demise of US Economic Growth: Restatement,
Rebu al, and Re¯ec ons'. In it he a empts to refocus the debate regarding his predicted slowdown in income away
from his more controversial concept of faltering innova on, back onto the formidable headwinds which, in his
opinion, are ac ng to reduce future US economic growth.
Figure 2
We have reproduced one of the charts
created by Mr. Gordon as Figure 2. In this
chart, Dr. Gordon presents both the calculated
"actual" (stepped blue and red line), as well
as a "hypothe cal" (smoothly curved green
line) growth path of real GDP per capita, for
the period 1300 to 2007 for the actual data,
and 1300 to 2100 for the projected growth
path. By way of quali®ca on of the data,
although Dr. Gordon's focus is on the US, he
u lizes the be er quality data from the UK
from 1300 through 1906 to bootstrap the long
-term actual trend in per capita growth,
u lizing actual US data from 1906 onward. In
addi on, the hypothe cal path is merely a
projec on serving as a "visual prop" to
underscore his conten on that owing to the
many secular headwinds facing the US, the
assump on of increasing growth in the future is not assured. Most importantly for our purposes, however, we wish
to underscore the fact that his research clearly demonstrates that the actual trend in per capita GDP growth has
been in a signi®cant and intractable decline for over 40 years.

In fact, many of the headwinds that Dr. Gordon iden ®es are the very same secular forces we have
discussed for years. The ®rst headwind, demographics, refers speci®cally to those secular factors now conspiring to
shrink the work force, reducing hours worked and ul mately economic output. Key among those factors is the
coming re rement of baby-boomers and declining birth rates now below replacement levels as immigra on slows
and we increasingly become a na on of singles. The next headwind iden ®ed by Dr. Gordon, globaliza on, captures
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what we have referred to as the deleterious impact of downsizing, outsourcing and automa on (DOA) on
employment in the US as a result of our Faus an bargain with low-wage developing na ons. Yet another headwind
is the massive overhang of unproduc ve debt and the unsustainable growth of unfunded liabili es (legacy costs),
the combina on of which, augurs for a permanently lower growth rate in disposable income. And ®nally, Gordon
iden ®es rising inequality as the ®nal headwind, calling it "the most important headwind, quan ta vely, in holding
down the growth of our future income."
In our worldview, excep ng only demographics, all of these "headwinds" are merely the cumula ve
"e ects" of the long-term trend of increasing interven on and in¯a onism. As such, we have long-held that the
take-away from Mr. Gordon's challenge to Dr. Robert Solow's assump on that "economic growth is a process that
will persist forever", should be a call to policy makers to forethink and repent of the preferred policy of
postponement. (Dr. Solow won the Nobel Prize for his work on economic growth in 1987) Driving home our
conten on that the point of no return in the life of a na on experiencing terminal decline occurs in the constant
taking of the so poli cal op on in respect of money, Jean-Claude Juncker, Prime minister of Luxembourg and
President of the Euro Group, tacitly acknowledged as much when he said; "We all know what to do, we just don't
know how to get re-elected a er we have done it."
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The most recent addi on of research on the paradigm of decline in US economic growth, is a recent analysis
by Dr. Dimitri Papadimitriou and associates, of the Levy Economics Ins tute, dated April of 2014 and en tled 'Is
Rising Inequality a Hindrance To The US Economic Recovery?' In their study, the authors state; "The biggest obstacle
to a sustainable recovery of the US economy is
Figure 3
the inequality in the distribu on of income."
The Return of the Robber Barrons
One of the charts they created to illustrate this
Income Inequality is at All-Time Extremes
claim has been reproduced as Figure 3. The
55.0%
data, according to the authors, was originally
Top 10 Percent Income Share with Capital Gains
tabulated by Pike y and Saez from tax-return 50.0%
microdata, and was retrieved from the World
Top Incomes Database (Alvaredo et al. 2014). 45.0%
Referring to Figure 3 we can see that
subsequent to the closing of the gold window 40.0%
in 1971 and the ini a on of the deregula on of
35.0%
the banking industry in the 1980s, the share of
income earned by the richest 10 percent 30.0%
segment of the popula on has increased at a
Source: Alvaredo et al. (2014)
rapid rate. In the years leading up to the Great 25.0%
Recession, the income share of the top 10
percent reached the levels achieved by the
"Robber Barrons" in the years prior to 1929 and the Great Depression. However, and most alarming, unlike the
1930s, the top income share recovered a er the most recent crisis and has since resumed its inexorable rise.
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Referring to Figure 4, which is a
reproduc on of another chart created by the
Levy Ins tute authors, we can see that the
sharp and steady rise in total ®nancial assets as
a percentage of GDP has a near-perfect
correla on with the same preceding series
from Figure 3, the income share of the top 10
percent. This naturally begs the ques on; "Is
there a rela onship?" We believe there is, and
as such, the lock-step rise of both series
subsequent to the abandonment of honest
money and the deregula on of the ®nancial
industry, is, in our opinion, no coincidence.

Figure 4

Is There a Relationship?
Top 10 Percent Income Share and Total Financial Assets
55.0%
Top 10 Percent Income Share with Capital Gains

Total Financial Asset as % of GDP (right scale)

50.0%

45.0%

40.0%

35.0%

30.0%
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Source: Alvaredo et al. (2014); Federal Reserve, BEA
According to the authors of the Levy
25.0%
study; "The increasing share of the income of
the richest segment of the popula on meant
Figure 5
that the total income of the remaining part of
the popula on stagnated." To wit, we consider
An Epic Disconnect
a ®nal chart reproduced from the Levy study.
Average Income of Bottom 90 Percent Stagnate for 40 years,
Figure 5 clearly illustrates the 40-plus year
Personal Consumption Expenditure Doesn't Skip a Beat
Logs
stagna on in the average income of the
bo om 90 percent of the popula on. The 11.8
Average Income, Bottom 90 Percent
average income for this group, a er increasing 11.6
Average Personal Consumption Expenditure Index
steadily in the ®rst three decades a er WWII, 11.4
has stagnated since then. In fact, according to
11.2
Levy, the real average income of the bo om 90
11.0
percent was lower in 2012 as compared to 40
years earlier. In the same ®gure, the authors 10.8
present an index of average personal 10.6
consump on over the same period. Due to the 10.4
Sources: Alvaredo et al. (2014); BEA; US Census
lack of data, average personal consump on 10.2
1947 1952 1957 1962 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007 2012
refers to that of the total popula on, not just
the bo om 90 percent. And unlike the average
income of the bo om 90 percent, the rate of increase in average consump on has remained e ec vely unchanged
for the en re postwar period, resul ng in an epic gap between the two series. The authors conclude that "to the
extent that the increase in average consump on was not supported by the top 10 percent, the gap had to be bridged
with increased borrowing by the bo om 90 percent." In fact this was precisely the ®nding of yet another research
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study by Wol who in 2012 also concluded; "It appears that middle class households, experiencing stagna ng
incomes, expanded their debt in order to ®nance consump on expenditures." In other words, over the last 40-plus
years, there has been a sharp increase in the level of household indebtedness, with a dispropor onate share of
this debt having been incurred by the middle class and the poorest households. In addi on, the Levy study ®nds a
very strong correla on between the variables, with the disposable income of the top 10 percent rising rela ve to
the income of the bo om 90 percent, and the gross debt of the later group rising rela ve to the former. Ul mately,
the Levy study concluded that "a change in the income distribu on is a necessary condi on for sustainable growth
in the future. If allowed to con nue, it will lead to an era of anemic growth and high unemployment."
Each of these studies, undertaken by independent authors with di ering worldviews have advanced the
possibility of a permanent downshi in poten al future economic growth in the US, based on the con nua on of
trends in place for over 40 years. Importantly, both Dr. Gordon and Dr. Papadimitriou have speci®cally iden ®ed
income equality as the "most important headwind" and the "biggest obstacle" respec vely, contribu ng to the
con nued downward trend in future economic growth. We have for many years, insisted that the US in par cular
and the West in general, are facing an economic malaise which we have characterized as a "rolling recession"
replete with persistent below-poten al economic growth, intractable unemployment, an unsustainable level of
unproduc ve debt and a massive "famine of income." All of these consequences are the direct outcome of the
discoordina ng in¯uence of the stabilizers policy of monetary in¯a on over the past 40-plus years. The stabilizerinduced boom-bust-boom cycle, both redistributes and destroys wealth through the debauchment of the currency,
but it does not do so evenly. The favored few who receive the new emission of credit ®rst obtain a “claim” against
exis ng wealth that did not arise from produc ve ac vity. As such they stand in a posi on to exercise their claim
and so command or “draw oV” exis ng wealth before any adjustment to the rela ve price structure can take place.
However, those unfortunate enough to possess the new money at the moment of its deprecia on will obtain a
smaller gra ®ca on for the same amount and it is in this way that they are impoverished, almost impercep bly,
day by day. It is that “loss” that small, undetectable act of legalized the which, a er forty years, has swollen into a
massive depriva on which today threatens many in the US and indeed throughout much of the socialized West,
with a famine of epic propor ons. And while we have consistently advocated for that "small present evil", we now
foresee that we will instead have the "great evil to come" as the days go down in the West.
This prospect of long-term stagna on and malaise, as we stated earlier, will result in a permanent change in
the way the world works and is the real taper problem that investors will need to account for. The consensus is
focused on the current taper of the $85 billion per month in asset purchases by the stabilizers. Since the
announcement of a reduc on in the QE program, the monthly asset purchases by the Federal Reserve has averaged
approximately $70 billion per month, down approximately $15 billion per month, or $180 billion per year. Given the
temporary improvement in the ®scal de®cit due to the impact of the sequester, the ®scal de®cit has fallen by
roughly $500 billion per year. Therefore it would appear that the Fed has the ¯exibility to reduce its purchase of
Treasury bonds even further without increasing the net supply of debt that will have to be purchased by the private
sector. Di o for the Fed's purchase of $40 billion per month in mortgage backed securi es as new mortgage
origina ons have recently collapsed by 65 percent year-to-date according to Black Knight, and are at their lowest
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level since they began keeping records. And with re®nance volume expected to be even lower in 2014 in response
to higher mortgage commitment rates, the reduc on of mortgage purchases by the Fed may not have any
immediate nega ve impact on interest rates or the market. In addi on, the current geopoli cal unrest may provide
addi onal temporary support for the dollar and risk-free rates. Finally, increasing domes c energy produc on
should be favorable for the US trade de®cit, and by extension for the US dollar.
Nevertheless, the Fed s ll owns over 35-percent of all outstanding Treasury bonds on a 10-year dura onequivalency basis, and a substan al amount of mortgage backed securi es. Even if the Fed were to completely
discon nue the current QE program, the re-investment of the annual maturi es, calls and prepayments from their
massive $4 trillion por olio will con nue to provide up to $400 billion in tacit support annually. In addi on, the
improvement to the current ®scal situa on is only temporary, and is set to deteriorate rapidly in coming years in
response to exploding en tlement obliga ons. it would be well to remember that the QE program has been
discon nued three mes since its incep on, and each me, a er a brief interval, it has been reinstated. Given their
current and prospec ve level of involvement, we con nue to maintain that 'Atlas will not shrug.' As banking
consultant Patrick Barron recently suggested; "Who can print money, will print money."
To disabuse Francis Schae er, how should we then invest? Given what we foresee, an intractable decline in
economic growth anchored by the con nuing polariza on of income forma on, the DNA of economic growth, the
stabilizers will con nue to wield considerable in¯uence over asset prices and markets, with a par cular bias toward
stable to rising equity prices. As such, risk will con nue to be mispriced and vola lity and instability will remain at
historically elevated levels. In a recent Market Comment, market analyst John Hussman warned investors that on a
quan ta ve basis, the stock market is now more over-valued than housing was in 2006. Eerily echoing President
Harding in 1921, in his opinion, "there is no painless monetary ®x that will shi the alloca on of capital toward
produc ve investment and away from distor ve specula on." As we have discussed previously, to varying degrees,
almost all investment markets are being and will con nue to be, manipulated. The brouhaha emana ng from the
latest revela on of market rigging by high frequency trading is just the latest in a long line of disclosures over
rampant market corrup on. Absent the "return to normal" predicted by the consensus, return expecta ons will
necessarily be lower than history would suggest. Likewise, interest rates will remain lower, longer than expected.
Therefore, with respect to core por olio holdings, that por on of an investors wealth that they deem irreplaceable,
we advocate pursuit of the twin goals of wealth preserva on and building par value. In our opinion, high quality
bonds remain uniquely suited to achieve these ends. Wri ng in a recent investment le er, American billionaire Seth
Klarman, founder of the Boston-based private investment partnership, the Baupost Group, wrote; "If you have the
worry gene, if you're more focused on downside than upside, if you're more interested in return of capital than
return on capital, if you have any sense of market history, the there's more than enough to be concerned about."
Consensus assures us that every downturn eventually comes to an end. But their mentor Keynes has equally
assured us, in the long run, we are all dead. Sadly, the state causes the poverty it later claims to solve. To answer
the rider, The days have gone down precisely because the solu on remains the problem. We, like Mrs. Crabtree,
shall have the consequences.
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